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Abstract. CPU bound client puzzles have been suggested as a defense
mechanism against connection depletion attacks. However, the wide disparity in CPU speeds prevents such puzzles from being globally deployed.
Recently, Abadi et. al. [1] and Dwork et. al. [2] addressed this limitation
by showing that memory access times vary much less than CPU speeds,
and hence oﬀer a viable alternative. In this paper, we further investigate
the applicability of memory bound puzzles from a new perspective and
propose constructions based on heuristic search methods. Our constructions are derived from a more algorithmic foundation, and as a result,
allow us to easily tune parameters that impact puzzle creation and veriﬁcation costs. Moreover, unlike prior approaches, we address client-side
cost and present an extension that allows memory constrained clients
(e.g., PDAs) to implement our construction in a secure fashion.

1

Introduction

The Internet provides users a plethora of services, but at the same time, it
is vulnerable to several attacks. Denial of Service (DoS) attacks, for example,
represent a potentially crippling attack vector by which a user or organization is
deprived of legitimate services, and may be forced to temporarily cease operation.
While many approaches have been suggested as countermeasures to DoS attacks,
one of the more promising avenues for defending against such attacks is based
on the notion of client puzzles [3, 4, 5, 6].
Juels et. al. present one of the ﬁrst practical solutions that employs CPU puzzles to defend against connection depletion attacks. [3]. That approach attempts
to overcome the limitations of SYN-cookies [7] and random dropping of connections [8] by instead issuing puzzles constructed from time-sensitive parameters,
secret information held by the server, and additional client request information.
To date, the design of client puzzles are bound by either CPU or Memory
constraints of the client. Memory bound puzzles, however, overcome a notable
obstacle in the widespread adoption of client puzzles, namely the large disparity
in client CPU speeds. Recently, Abadi et. al. [1] proposed the ﬁrst memory-bound
puzzle construction aimed at addressing this disparity, and provide a solution
based on performing a depth ﬁrst search through a large array.
Unfortunately, while that approach and subsequent work [2] has indeed validated the conjecture regarding the low disparity in memory access times, we ﬁnd
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that prior work in this area lacks a thorough algorithmic foundation. Speciﬁcally,
the constructions presented to date involve accessing random locations in a large
array, but unlike some CPU-bound instances, these accesses are not semantically
associated to solving any known hard problem. Furthermore, the memory-bound
puzzle constructions presented thus far incur high creation and veriﬁcation costs
which themselves can lead to a form of DoS attack. While it may be argued
that by appropriately adjusting the parameters of these constructions the task
remains memory rather than CPU bound, a rigorous empirical evaluation has
yet to be presented.
In this paper we propose a new memory bound puzzle construction based on
heuristic search using pattern databases. One of the primary advantages of such
an approach is that there already exists an equivalence class of problems (such
as the Sliding Tile [9] and the Rubik cube problems [10]) that have been solved
eﬃciently using memory based heuristics [11, 12], and that can be used as building blocks in our constructions. Furthermore, this class of problems enhances
the ﬂexibility in controlling the hardness of the client puzzle.1
In what follows, we present constructions based on the Sliding Tile problem,
but note that it can be easily replaced with an equivalent problem. Additionally,
the algorithmic nature of our constructions allows for simple and eﬃcient extensions. Speciﬁcally, we consider the case of constrained clients (e.g, PDAs) that
may not have suﬃcient memory to implement our constructions, and propose
an enhancement which reduces the memory overhead at the client while still
maintaining the security of the scheme.

2

Preliminaries

Our primary goal is to explore memory bound puzzles and appropriate constructions that meet the deﬁnition below. For the most part, the properties enlisted
have been introduced elsewhere [3, 1, 2, 13], but we restate them here for completeness. We also introduce a new Relaxed State property for client puzzles.
Deﬁnition 1. Memory Bound Client Puzzles are computable cryptographic
problems which provide the following properties:
– Stateless: The server can verify the puzzle solution without maintaining
state.
– Time-Dependent: The client is allowed limited time range in which the
puzzle must be solved.
– Inexpensive Server-Side Cost: Creation and veriﬁcation of the puzzle is
inexpensive for the server.
– Controlled Hardness: The server can control the hardness of the puzzle it
sends to the client.
1

For instance, the branching factor of the problem controls the number of paths
that need to be explored in order to reach a solution. Hence, as technology evolves
the building blocks of our constructions can be replaced with ones having a higher
branching factor.
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– Hardware Independent: The puzzle should not be hardware dependent —
ensuring that the puzzle can be widely deployed.
– Hardness of Pre-computation: It is computationally hard for the client
to pre-compute the puzzle solution. This ensures that while the puzzle can be
reused, its solution is not reusable.
– Random Memory Access: A memory bound function should access random memory locations in such a way that the cache memory becomes ineffective.
– Slower CPU bound solution variants: A client puzzle, can be solved
by a memory bound or a CPU bound method. However the Memory Bound
algorithm should converge faster than the corresponding CPU bound variant.
– Relaxed State: The server is allowed to maintain a limited amount of state
for puzzle creation and veriﬁcation. This property is applicable where additional storage is not a primary concern.

3

Related Work

CPU Bound: Cryptographic puzzles were ﬁrst introduced by Merkle [14] in the
context of key agreement protocols where the derived session key is the solution
to the puzzle. Juels et. al. [3] further extended the idea of puzzles in an attempt
to provide a countermeasure to connection depletion attacks. Essentially, the
client is forced to perform multiple hash reversals to correctly solve the puzzle. While [3] addresses server-side issues, little attention is given to client-side
overhead.
Another approach to building CPU bound puzzles is the use of Hashcash
[15]. HashCash was originally proposed as a countermeasure to email spam,
and hence requires non-interactive cost-functions. The drawback, however, of
a non-interactive approach is that an attacker can pre-compute all the tokens
(solutions) for a given day and temporarily overload the system on that day.
Dean et. al. [4] show the applicability of CPU bound puzzles in protecting
SSL against denial of service attacks and Wang et. al. [16] introduce the notion
of congestion puzzles to defend against DDoS attacks on the IP layer. Wang
and Reiter [5] address the issue of setting puzzle diﬃculty in the presence of
an adversary with unknown computing power. They present a mechanism of
puzzle auctions where each client bids for resources by tuning the diﬃculty of
the puzzles it solves. More recently, Waters et. al. [6] point out that the puzzle
distribution itself can be subject to attack, and present a defense mechanism
which outsources the puzzle via a robust external service called a bastion. Both
puzzle auctions and puzzle outsourcing can be adapted to use both CPU and
Memory Bound Puzzles.
Memory Bound: Dwork et. al. consider memory bound constructions for ﬁghting
against spam mail [2]. The basic idea is to accompany email with proof of eﬀort,
in order to reduce the motivation for sending unsolicited email. Here, puzzle
construction involves traversing a static table T of 222 random 32-bit integers,
and the sender is forced to perform a random walk of l steps through this table.
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Fig. 1. The Sliding Tile Problem and its Abstract Mapping

The walk computes a one-way value R and success is deﬁned when R contains a
number of 0’s in the least signiﬁcant bit positions. The recipient accepts the proof
(a hash on R and a path identiﬁcation number i) if i lies under a speciﬁc threshold
and the hash is correct. While Dwork et. al. show that the memory bound
running times vary much less compared to the CPU bound variants, a drawback
is the high veriﬁcation cost on the server side. Rosenthal [17] further points out
that with Dwork’s solution, the sender of an email could have performed less
work than that stated in the accompanying proof. To mitigate this scenario a
modiﬁcation was proposed that instead requires the sender to explore an entire
range of paths rather than stopping at the ﬁrst index.
Abadi et. al. [1] also propose memory bound constructions which involve accessing random locations in a very large array. There, the server applies a function F (·) k times to a random number, x0 , to obtain xk . The server then sends
xk and the checksum over the path, x0 · · · xk , and a keyed hash H(K, x0 ) (where
K is a secret key of the server) to the client. Note that the hash is used for veriﬁcation of the solution sent by the client. The client builds a table of the inverse
function F −1 (·) and performs random accesses through this table to arrive at x0 .
Unfortunately, the construction imposes constant work on the server for puzzle
creation which is undesirable.

4

Memory Based Heuristic Search

In this paper we consider heuristic search for the Sliding Tile problem proposed
by Sam Lyod [9]. Figure 1(a) illustrates the basic 3x3 Sliding Tile Problem. Here,
eight numbers are arranged in a 3 x 3 grid of tiles where one tile is kept blank.
The idea is to ﬁnd a set of moves from the set {Lef t, Right, U p, Down} which
transforms the initial conﬁguration to the goal conﬁguration. A widely known,
and very eﬃcient, CPU bound method of solving such a problem is to use the
A∗ algorithm [18, 19, 20] along with the Manhattan Distance heuristic. In this
case, a heuristic function h(s) computes an estimate of the distance from state
s to a goal state. A more eﬃcient way of solving such a problem is to use a
memory based heuristic, instead of the Manhattan Distance heuristic, whereby
one precomputes the exact distance from a state s to the abstract goal state and
stores that in a lookup table indexed by s. This lookup table is called a pattern
database or a heuristic table.
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Fig. 3. Solving a Sliding Tile problem
with a coarse abstraction

Pattern databases were introduced by Culberson and Schaeﬀer [21] to ﬁnd
optimal solutions to the 4 x 4 Sliding Tile problem, and have been instrumental
in solving large problems eﬃciently [11]. The primary motivation behind using
pattern databases is that they enable search time to be reduced by using more
memory [12, 22]. When creating a pattern database, the goal conﬁguration is
ﬁrst mapped to an abstract goal state (as in Figure 1(b)) and then the heuristic
values are computed by performing a breadth ﬁrst search backwards from the
abstract goal (as in Figure 2).

5

Memory Bound Constructions

In what follows we describe two constructions—a naı̈ve algorithm that does not
meet all the properties of Deﬁnition 1, and then extend that to achieve a better construction. Section 5.1 presents the initialization steps and some notation
common to both constructions.2
5.1

Initialization

The client and server have an agreed upon goal state(s). The client initially precomputes the pattern database corresponding to the goal. For example, Figure
1(b) shows the coarse mapping from the actual state space to the abstract space
for the 3 x 3 Sliding tile problem; such a mapping yields a database consisting
of 9 heuristic values corresponding to the 9 unique locations of the blank tile.
With this abstraction the database can be used to solve sub-versions of the
original problem. However, notice that while the goal state might be reached
in the abstract space, the goal might not be reached in the actual state space.
Consequently, one will also have to explore search paths in the actual state space
2

Note that in our protocols we do not focus on adapting the puzzle hardness in
accordance with the changing memory size of the client. However, such a mechanism
can be incorporated along the lines of the auction protocol provided by Wang and
Reiter [5].
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without using the database, hence, the client needs to also use an exhaustive CPU
bound search to completely solve the problem. Figure 3 illustrates the process of
solving the puzzle in Figure 1(a) given a database with this abstraction. Notice
that Steps 1 and 2 are memory bound and lead to the goal in the abstract space.
However, the client still has to perform additional moves from Step 3 to the
actual Goal state. This implies that the given abstraction leads to a partially
memory-bound search. Note, however, that a one-to-one mapping between the
actual and abstract goal yields a larger pattern database which stores the exact
heuristic values and that the corresponding search is completely memory bound.
We use such a mapping in the various constructions introduced. Also note that
precomputing this database is computationally expensive and hence it must be
created oﬄine.
Additionally we assume there exists a publicly accessible random oracle which
can be queried to obtain a checksum value C. (In our case the oracle is implemented using a cryptographic hash function). Furthermore the server has access
to a pseudorandom function FK (·) (such as HMAC-SHA1 [23]) where K is a
secret key known only by the server.
5.2

Naı̈ve Construction

The client and server have an agreed upon goal state G. The client precomputes
the pattern database corresponding to the goal G. The protocol steps are:
– Puzzle Creation: The server applies d moves at random to G, from the set
{ Left, Right, Up, Down }, to arrive at the conﬁguration P . Let Mi denote
the opposite of the ith move on the puzzle where i takes values in [1, d]. Note
that the parameter d controls the puzzle diﬃculty. The server computes a
checksum C over (Md . . . M1 ).3 The server also computes a veriﬁcation value
V = FK (T, M1 , . . . Md ) where T is the time stamp associated with the client
visit. The server sends P, C, V , and T to the client.
– Puzzle Solving: The client uses the pattern database and performs a
guided search from P until he reaches the goal G and the checksum over
the moves performed from P to G matches C. A guided search essentially
involves following paths which lead closer to the goal. The client returns T, V
and the d moves {M1 . . . Md } to the server.
– Puzzle Verification: The server veriﬁes that the d moves sent by the
?
client are correct using the veriﬁcation value V = FK (T, M1 . . . Md ).
Experimental Analysis. We implemented the above construction using the 2
x 4 Sliding Tile problem and evaluated it on machine M6 in Table 1. We chose
a 2 x 4 conﬁguration instead of a larger conﬁguration (e.g. 3 x 3), to prevent
a pattern database for one goal state from occupying too much main memory.
This consideration becomes important in Section 5.3 where the client needs to
store a pattern database for a large pool of goal states.
3

The checksum is computed in the opposite direction over the moves as the client
solves the puzzle from P towards G.
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Table 1. Machine Speciﬁcations

450
400

M1
M2
M3
M4
M5
M6

Processor

CPU Cache Memory
(GHz) (KB)
(MB)
Pentium 2
0.4
512
128
PowerMac G4 1.33 256 L2 1024
2048 L3
Pentium 4
1.6
512
256
PowerPC G4 1.67
512
1024
PowerMac G5 2
512
3072
Pentium 4
3.2
1024
1024

Puzzle Solving
Puzzle Creation

350
Time (usec)

Label

300
250
200
150
100
50
0
0
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14

Puzzle Difficulty

Fig. 4. Client and Server Costs

Figure 4 compares the client versus server cost for varying puzzle diﬃculty d.
It can be seen that the work ratio between the client and server is substantial—
for instance, at d = 12 moves, the server takes merely 17.3μsec to create the
puzzle while solving the puzzle takes approximately 356.8μsec. Additionally, the
server does not maintain any database to verify the puzzle solution and so this
construction meets the Statelessness property of Deﬁnition 1.
To determine if the memory bound approach is more eﬀective than CPU
bound methods for solving the puzzle, we compare our naı̈ve construction against
the best known (to our knowledge) CPU-bound method for solving the Sliding
Tile problem — namely, the A∗ algorithm[18, 19] with the Manhattan Distance
Heuristic. Let P (x) denote the fraction of nodes with heuristic value ≤ x. If b
denotes the branching factor of the problem and d denotes the solution
depth (i.e

d

bi P (d−i)

i=0
puzzle diﬃculty) then the average case time complexity of A∗ is
2
∗
[24, 25]. Note, however, that the regular A algorithm does not incorporate the
checksum into the search algorithm and so once an optimal path is found the
result is returned. On the other hand, our setting requires that the client returns
the path for which the checksum matches. In this way, the naive construction
forces the client to search through non-optimal paths as well.
Figure 5 compares the time complexity for various search methods in terms
of node expansion at a given solution depth. Note that node expansion is a valid
metric for complexity because it inherently aﬀects the search time. The results
in Figure 5 show that the time complexity of the Naive Construction is higher
than that of A∗ algorithm with Pattern Database heuristic, indicating that the
checksum forces the client to search non-optimal paths, thus conﬁrming our
previous argument. Note also that the performance of the Naı̈ve Construction
tends to follow the plot of A∗ with Manhattan Distance. These results indicate
that given an algorithm that incorporates the checksum into A∗ with Manhattan
Distance we can safely claim that the time complexity for such an algorithm
would be more inline with that of the Brute Force approach. As such, we argue
that brute force search is indeed a reasonable baseline for comparing our memorybound approach.
Figure 6 compares the search component of the naı̈ve construction to the
brute force depth-ﬁrst search approach which explores all paths until it reaches
the goal, and the checksum matches. The results clearly indicates that the naı̈ve

1+
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approach achieves better performance than the brute force algorithm and shows
that the construction achieves the Slower CPU bound solution variants property
of Deﬁnition 1. Unfortunately, this naı̈ve construction suﬀers from a number of
signiﬁcant limitations, most notably that it fails to meet the following criteria:
– Hardness of Pre-computation: If the client is presented with an initial
conﬁguration P  whose moves to the goal state is a superset of the moves of a
previously solved conﬁguration P , then the client can re-use his old solution.
While this issue cannot be completely resolved, the probability of re-using
old solutions can be reduced by increasing the pool of initial conﬁgurations
available to the server.
– Random Memory Access: The accesses in the pattern database are not
random. More speciﬁcally, if we consider the number of unique puzzle conﬁgurations at a given heuristic level for the 2 x 4 Sliding Tile problem, then
the maximum number of conﬁgurations between two consecutive heuristic
levels is only 2000. This corresponds to at most 100 KB of memory and so
the consecutive moves made by the client will not be cache misses. Moreover,
the total number of conﬁgurations for the 2 x 4 Sliding Tile problem is just
over 20,000 which results in a table of roughly 1 MB—which can easily be
cached. Hence, this naı̈ve solution is not memory bound.
In what follows we present a variant that overcomes the limitations of the
naı̈ve construction.
5.3

A Construction Using Multiple Goals

Again, assume that the client and server have an agreed upon pool of goal
states {G0 , . . . Gn }. The client precomputes the pattern database corresponding
to all of these goal states and stores it in one table. The database is indexed by
the tuple (Gi , P ), i ∈ {0 . . . n} where P denotes the current conﬁguration. The
indexed location contains the heuristic value — the distance from the current
conﬁguration P to the goal conﬁguration Gi . We deﬁne puzzle diﬃculty based
on two parameters, namely the horizontal puzzle diﬃculty which denotes the
number of Sliding Tile problems that have to be solved simultaneously, and the
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vertical puzzle diﬃculty which denotes the number of moves required to reach
the goal state for a given initial conﬁguration. The protocol steps are:
– Puzzle Creation: The server chooses f goal states at random from {G0 , . . .
Gn }. Let the set G contain these f goal states. The server then applies d
moves at random to each goal Gk ∈ G, from the set { Left, Right, Up,
Down }, to arrive at the f initial conﬁgurations Pk . Note that the parameter
d controls the vertical puzzle diﬃculty and the parameter f controls the
horizontal puzzle diﬃculty. The server also computes checksums over the
moves as follows. Let Mjk , 1 ≤ j < d denote the opposite of the j th move on
the goal Gk . For diﬃculty level j, 1 ≤ j < d, the checksum Cj is taken over
Mjk , ∀Gk ∈ G.
The server also computes a veriﬁcation value V = FK (T, d moves over f
conﬁgurations ) where T is the time stamp associated with the client visit.
The server sends the goal conﬁgurations chosen Gk ∈ G, |G| = f , corresponding initial conﬁgurations Pk , checksums Cj , 1 ≤ j ≤ d, V , and T to
the client.
– Puzzle Solving: The client uses the pattern database and performs a
guided search from each Pk . The client solves all the initial conﬁgurations
simultaneously. This implies that the client ﬁrst infers the right set of moves
Mjk , ∀Gk ∈ G for a given diﬃculty level j, d ≥ j ≥ 1 such that the checksum over those moves matches Cj . Then he proceeds to do the same for the
next level j − 1. This procedure is followed until the client reaches the goal
conﬁgurations Gk ∈ G. The client returns T, V and the d moves over these
f initial conﬁgurations to the server.
– Puzzle Verification: The server veriﬁes that the d moves for all the f
Sliding Tile problems sent by the client are correct using the veriﬁcation
?
value V = FK (T, d moves over f conﬁgurations ).
If b is the brute force branching factor of the problem, then in the worst case,
the time complexity of our multiple goals construction is O((b − c)f d) where c is
a constant that depends on the number of paths pruned by the pattern database
heuristic at a given horizontal level.
Experimental Analysis. We now evaluate this construction using a pool of 100
conﬁgurations for the 2 x 4 Sliding Tile problem on the machines given in Table
1. The pattern database for 100 conﬁgurations took approximately 30 minutes to
build on M6 indicating that the database must be created oﬄine. Note, however,
that this is a one time cost. The database occupies around 169MB of the main
memory and cannot be cached given that typical cache sizes are less than 8MB.
Figures 7(a) and 7(b) compares the cost for solving a puzzle with a brute force
search and a memory bound search against varying horizontal diﬃculty f . There,
the vertical diﬃculty was set at d = 20 which yields a larger pool of 1194 sliding
tile puzzles (per goal conﬁguration) to choose from.
Observe that even though the worst case time complexity of brute force is
O(bf d), up to a horizontal diﬃculty of f ≤ 15 brute force search is more eﬀective
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Fig. 7. Multiple Goals vs Brute Force

on all the machines.4 However, beyond f = 15 our memory bound approach is
considerably faster suggesting that for d = 20 the horizontal diﬃculty should be
set above 15. Moreover, our results show that the time for solving a puzzle is on
the order of seconds for f ∈ [15, 18], indicating that our construction performs
as well as or better than prior work. For example, in the solution presented by
Waters et. al. [6] a client may need to wait for roughly 20 minutes before she can
gain access to server resources. In addition, our solution is considerably better
than that of [1] in terms of puzzle solving times, indicating that our approach
reduces end user wait time compared to Abadi’s approach.
Comparison with HashCash: For completeness, we also compared our results
with the CPU bound algorithm, HashCash. Table 2 indicates the time to solve
a puzzle with parameters, f = 16, d = 20 and a pattern database for 100 2 x 4
goal conﬁgurations. We compare our results with the time to mint 100, 20 bit
hash cash tokens—more than 20 bit tokens take considerably longer to mint.
Our results show that with the memory bound approach, the disparity in puzzle
solving times across machines is much less when compared to HashCash. Specifically, the maximum ratio of the time to solve a CPU bound puzzle (HashCash)
across machines is 9.17, but only 5.64 in the memory bound case. Furthermore,
the puzzle solving times are much lower in the memory bound case—our slowest
machine (M1) takes 291.88 seconds to mint a HashCash token versus only 33.91
seconds to solve the memory bound puzzle—indicating that our approach may
be even better suited for global deployment than HashCash.
Comparison to the Naı̈ve Approach: Unlike the naı̈ve approach, this alternative
does meet the Random Memory Access property of Deﬁnition 1. This is achieved
by choosing f goals at random from the available pool of goals. This ensures
that the pattern databases corresponding to each of these f goals would not be
located at contiguous regions in memory. The client is thus forced to access these
random locations when solving the Sliding Tile problems simultaneously.
4

On M2, M3 and M5 the bound is at f = 15. On machines M4 and M6 brute force is
more eﬀective up to f = 14 and on M1 the bound is at f = 13.
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Table 2. Memory Bound vs Hash Cash
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Machine Memory
Bound
(seconds)
M1
33.91
M2
14.75
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14.2
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17.44
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8.93
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6.01

Ratio

5.64
2.45
2.36
2.9
1.48
1
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291.88
71.01
152.65
37.9
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Ratio

9.17
2.23
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Fig. 8. Puzzle Creation Costs

As it stands, the approach does not meet the property of In-expensive Server
Side Cost of Deﬁnition 1. Speciﬁcally, the puzzle creation cost in this approach
remains high. Figure 8 compares the cost of creating a puzzle to that of Abadi et.
al. [1]. While the naı̈ve algorithm outperforms Abadi’s approach, puzzle creation
in the multiple goals approach is 5 times as slow. This high work factor can in
itself lead to a DoS attack. In what follows, we show how server side puzzle
creation cost can be reduced considerably. We note that in doing so we forgo
the Stateless property in Deﬁnition 1 but achieve the Relaxed state property
suggesting that our construction is still of practical value.
5.4

Reducing Server Side Cost

In puzzle creation and veriﬁcation the server side work involves performing d moves
on f goal conﬁgurations, computing d checksums (hashes), a MAC to compute
the veriﬁcation value V , and a ﬁnal MAC for puzzle veriﬁcation. This overhead
is unfortunately much higher than [1] which involves only d moves, 1 checksum,
a hash for the veriﬁcation value, and a ﬁnal hash for puzzle veriﬁcation. We can
address this limitation by having the server create p puzzles oﬄine, and storing
these puzzles in a table. Each location of the table simply contains:
1. Puzzle to be sent to the client. The goal conﬁgurations chosen Gk ∈
G, |G| = f , corresponding initial conﬁgurations Pk , checksums Cj , 1 ≤ j ≤ d
2. Solution to Puzzle. The d moves for the f goal conﬁgurations Gk ∈
G, |G| = f
On a client visit, the server computes the time stamp T associated with the
visit and generates a random number R. The server computes an index into the
table I choosing log(p) bits of FK (T, R) deterministically. Recall that FK (·) is
a pseudo random function and K is the server’s secret key. The server sends
to the client, T, R and the puzzle at index I. The client returns the solution
to the puzzle with T and R and the server simply recomputes the index I and
veriﬁes that the solution sent by the client matches the solution at index I. In
doing so, we reduce the online server work for puzzle creation and veriﬁcation
to computing two MAC’s per client connection. This server work is a slight
improvement over Abadi et. al which adds additional online work on the server
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Table 3. Server storage per puzzle

Table 4. Memory Read Time

State Table Items
Storage (bytes)
16 Goal Conﬁgurations
32
16 Initial Conﬁgurations
32
20 Checksums
400
Puzzle Solution
320
(20 moves for
16 conﬁgurations)
Total Storage per Puzzle
784

Machine Read Time (μsec)
M1
0.27
M2
0.18
M3
0.20
M4
0.27
M5
0.26
M6
0.15

for computing the d moves and the checksum over the path. Furthermore, this
approach outperforms that of Dwork et. al. [2] which adds additional overhead
on the server side during puzzle veriﬁcation.
In the following discussion we show how an upper bound on the parameter p
is obtained, depending on the expected server load.
Setting the state parameters: Similarly to [3], we assume that the server issues puzzles to defend against TCP SYN-ﬂooding attacks. Let τ denote the total
time for the client server protocol, including the time for which the TCP buﬀer
slot is reserved. Let the server buﬀer contain p additional slots for legitimate
TCP connections when under attack. Note that the client induces at least f d
memory accesses when solving a puzzle. Hence, to solve p puzzles an adversary
will take at least pf d time steps. To mount a successful attack the adversary
must solve p puzzles in τ seconds. If m denotes the number of memory accesses
that an adversary can perform per second, then to prevent a ﬂooding attack p
should be set to τfm
d . This is an upper bound on p, because f d is the minimum
number of memory accesses required to solve a given puzzle.
Assuming that a client server connection takes around τ = 150 seconds [3]
and that the average read time is 0.2μsec (see Table 4), then this allows for m =
5000000 accesses per second. Hence, for d = 20 and f = 16 a maximum of p =
2, 500, 000 puzzles need to be created oﬄine. Additionally, each puzzle requires
the server to store 784 bytes of information (see Table 3). Under these parameters
the resulting state table is at most 1.96 GB, which can be easily stored in the
main memory of a storage server. This conﬁrms that our construction is practical.
5.5

Improving Client Side Cost

Earlier we noted that the pattern database for heuristic values corresponding
to 100 goal conﬁgurations is approximately 169 MB in size. For some devices,
however, 169 MB is prohibitively large. As such, it is desirable to have a method
by which the pool of conﬁgurations available stays the same, but the size of the
pattern database is reduced. Speciﬁcally, it would be ideal if a given pattern
database could be used for multiple goal conﬁgurations. Intuitively, we can do
so as follows: assume that a client has a pattern database for goal conﬁguration
G. Our task is to adapt this pattern database for goal conﬁguration G . One
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way of achieving this is by providing the client a hint in the form of the relative
distance r (either positive or negative) between G and G . The client augments
the heuristic values stored in the table with r when performing the guided search
to the goal G . In this case, the protocol steps are now as follows:
– Puzzle Creation: The client and server have an agreed upon pool of goal
states {G0 . . . Gn }. The client maintains pattern database corresponding to
these goal states. The server picks f goal states at random from the pool (say
G contains these f goals) and performs a set of d moves from the f goals in
G to arrive at the corresponding initial conﬁgurations. This operation is the
same as presented in Section 5.3. The server also performs a set of r moves
from the randomly chosen goals to the actual goal states G  . The checksum is
computed over all levels starting from the actual goal states up to the initial
conﬁgurations. Along with this puzzle the server sends a hint, r, which is the
distance between the actual goal states in G  and the database goal states in
G and the veriﬁcation value V as before.
– Puzzle Solving: The client performs a guided search as before, but also
augments the heuristic values with this relative distance, r, when deciding
which path should be followed.
– Puzzle Verification: The server uses the veriﬁcation value V to verify
that the d + r moves for all the f Sliding Tile problems are correct.
Adding relative distance thus allows the client to use the same pattern
database for multiple goal conﬁgurations, and still meets all the properties of
Deﬁnition 1. Additionally, this enhancement provides more ﬂexibility in controlling vertical diﬃculty of a puzzle. Furthermore, the simplicity of this extension
is an added beniﬁt of our algorithmic approach.
We argue that considering both the client and the server side improvements the
multiple goals construction oﬀers a viable memory bound puzzle construction.

6

Security Analysis

In this section we informally justify the claims that our constructions meet the
(security) properties outlined in Section 2. Note that the justiﬁcations assume a
computationally bounded adversary A.
Claim 1. The Sliding Tile problem is more eﬃciently solved with a memory
bound approach (i.e., A∗ with pattern database heuristic) compared to the best
known CPU bound approaches (to date).
Korf et.al [11] showed that memory based heuristics for this class of problem
provide a signiﬁcant reduction in search time at the cost of increasing the available memory. Speciﬁcally, if n denotes the number of states in the problem space
and m the amount of memory used for storing the heuristic values, then the running time t of A∗ is governed by the expression t ≈ n/m. This analysis was later
revisited by Holte et. al. [22] who subsequently showed a linear relation between
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log(t) and log(m). Speciﬁcally, as m increases, the number of states explored
in the heuristic search diminishes, which inherently reduces the running time.
These results [11, 22] show that memory bound heuristics are indeed the most
eﬃcient method to date to reduce search time, and so we argue that Claim 1 is
satisﬁed. To address the security of the underlying approach we ﬁrst restate the
properties of a pseudo random function [26].
Deﬁnition 2. A cryptographically secure pseudorandom function FK (·) is an
eﬃcient algorithm that when given an l-bit key, K, maps n-bit argument x to an
m-bit string such that it is infeasible to distinguish FK (x) for random K from a
truly random function.
Claim 2. The multiple goals scheme is secure against an adversary, A, in the
random oracle model as long as Claim 1 holds and the veriﬁcation value, V , is
the output of a pseudorandom function.
Following from Claim 1, and assuming that the pattern database heuristic is
computed using a one-to-one mapping between the abstract and actual state
space (see Section 5.1), then A can not solve the puzzle faster using a CPU
bound approach. Furthermore, even though A can perform multiple queries to
the random oracle, it is computationally hard to determine information about
the underlying moves from Ci . In addition since V is computed using a pseudo
random function FK (·), it is diﬃcult for A to determine the moves, considering
that K is a secret random key of the server.
Claim 3. A parallelizable solver can not solve the puzzle more eﬃciently than
a brute force approach when puzzle diﬃculty is set appropriately.
To see why that is the case, assume that A uses multiple processes to simultaneously solve the multiple goal conﬁgurations. Note that in order to arrive at
a correct solution, the moves obtained by each process must collectively match
the checksum. In other words, given the set of moves obtained by each process,
A needs to determine the correct permutation of these moves that will match
the given checksum. However, the process of determining the correct set is essentially a brute force search, which we showed to be ineﬀective for d = 20 and
f > 15.

7

Conclusion

In this paper we introduce the ﬁrst heuristic search based memory bound puzzle, and present several constructions accompanied by rigorous experimental
analysis. Our constructions address the issues of non-reusable solutions, random
memory access, and easily parametrized client and server-side tuning. Additionally, we present several improvements to our multiple goals construction that
limit server and client side overhead. From the client’s perspective, we also address a major concern regarding limited memory on constrained clients such
as PDAs, and present an enhancement that allows the client to use the same
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pattern database for multiple goals—without violating the general properties of
client puzzles. Our client puzzle protocol is interactive and hence is applicable
to defend against DoS attacks such as TCP SYN ﬂooding. Exploring methods
to extend our construction to defend against spam and DDoS attacks remains a
possible area of future work.
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